
 

Coaching Biographies 

Mike Goetz - UW-Milwaukee hitting coach who led all of D1 baseball in 2006 with a .493 batting average and .579 on-base 

percentage. He was also the first All-American in the history of the UW-Milwaukee baseball program. Bringing an 8-game hit 

streak into 2006, he extended that to a school record 27-game hit streak (which broke the school record). After an 0-2 

performance to break that hit streak, he then started a 32-game hit streak immediately following said performance. Drafted 

by the Brewers in the 25th round and spent five years playing professional baseball. Played with several different teams in 

the Brewers organization and then the Pirates organization for a year, with stints in the independent Frontier League in 

between. Has worked with my younger brother, Logan, for the past few years exclusively as his hitting coach. Logan has led 

one of the best U13/U14 teams in the country in hitting the past two years, with a lot of credit due to working with him 

individually. Coach Goetz will help teach hitting throughout the duration of the program. 

 

Chad Pierce - Currently pitching in the Brewers organization for the Brevard County Manatees (Advanced A Level). Pitched 

for UW-Milwaukee after transferring from the University of Arkansas. Named the Horizon League Pitcher of the Year and 

First-Team All-Horizon League. Finished his career with the second best ERA in program history with a stellar 3.62 mark. 

Along with pitching, he also caught at UW-M after having a great high school career doing just that. Selected by the 

Milwaukee Brewers in the 38th round of the 2011 Major League Baseball Draft. Coach Pierce will work with 

pitchers/catchers extensively during his time here.    

 

Chris Aiello (www.workoutboss.com) Chris is a fitness enthusiast, Certified Personal Trainer, Licensed Massage Therapist, 

group exercise instructor and founder of Workout Boss. Through over 4 years of working one-on-one with people he has 

developed a system of exercise training that incorporates strength, body balance/awareness, postural alignment, flexibility, 

core stabilization, injury prevention/rehabilitation and of course fat loss. “I work with people of all backgrounds- from busy 

executives, to stay at home moms, people suffering from Parkinson’s, to triathletes & Mixed Martial Arts fighter preparing 

for a competition.” 

 

Josh Giles & PitchHarder will provide video analysis of pitching/throwing motions and provide advice as to what will help 

you be more consistent from the mound/across the infield/from the outfield and what will help improve throwing velocity 

from anywhere on the diamond. Josh promotes the following: 

Gain 6-13 mph pitching velocity guaranteed! This is the most effective velocity training program on the market. This 

program generates the fastest results in the shortest amount of time and exposes all traditional methods and doctrine. Too 

many players waste there whole career on "Hand me down information" that has absolutely no effect on there pitching 

velocity! I created this program to be the most cost efficent and effective training tool available for one goal and one goal 

only. Adding the most velocity in the shortest amount of time while staying injury free! 

 

 

 


